The International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC)'s Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes 41 (PCAWG) project aimed to categorize somatic and germline variations in both coding and non-42 coding regions in over 2,800 cancer patients. To provide this dataset to the research working 43 78 --800TB of raw sequencing reads --and distributed geographically across the world. During 79 realignment, the data transiently doubled in size, and after final variant calling and other 80 downstream analysis, the full data set reached nearly 1PB. Furthermore, the compute necessary to 81 fully harmonize the data was estimated at more than 30 million core-hours. Both the storage and 82 compute requirements made it impractical to complete the analysis at any single research institute.
collected and sequenced by 48 sequencing projects across 14 jurisdictions ( Supplementary Fig. 1) . 63 In addition, RNA-Seq profiles were obtained from a subset of 1,284 of the donors 2 . While the 64 individual sequencing projects contributing to PCAWG had previously identified genomic variants 65 within their individual cancer cohorts, each project had used their own preferred methods for read 66 alignment, variant calling and artifact filtering. During initial evaluation of the data set, we found 67 that the different analysis pipelines contributed high levels of technical variation, hindering 68 comparisons across multiple cancer types 3 . To eliminate the variations arising from non-uniform 69 analysis, we reanalyzed all samples starting with the raw sequencing reads and using a 70 standardized set of alignment, variant calling and filtering methods. These "core" workflows 71 yielded uniformly analyzed genomic variants for downstream analyses by various PCAWG 72 working groups. A subset of these variants were validated through targeted deep sequencing to 73 estimate the accuracy of our approach 4 . 74 To create this uniform analysis set, multiple logistic and technical challenges had to be overcome. 75 First, projects participating in the PCAWG study employed their own metadata conventions for 76 describing their raw sequencing data sets. Hence, we had to establish a PCAWG metadata standard 77 suitable for all the participating projects. Second, and more significantly, the data was large in size Phase 2: Sequence Alignment and Variant Calling 153 We began the process of sequence alignment about two months after the uploading process had 154 begun. Both tumor and matched normal reads were subjected to uniform sequence alignment using 155 BWA-MEM 7 on top of a common GRCh37-based reference genome that was enhanced with decoy 156 sequences, viral sequences, and the revised Cambridge reference genome for the mitochondria. Table 2 . 168 When possible, both the alignment and variant calling pipelines were executed in the same regional 169 compute centers to which the data sets were uploaded. As the project progressed, we utilized 170 additional compute resources from AWS, Azure, iDASH, the Ontario Institute for Cancer 171 Research (OICR), the Sanger Institute, and Seven Bridges ( Figure 2 ). These centers computed on 172 data sets located in the same region to optimize data transfer. Over the course of the project, some 173 centers outpaced others and we rebalanced data sets as needed to use resources as efficiently as 174 possible. Figure 1 shows the progress of the analytic pipelines with more details shown in to about four terabytes for all PCAWG specimens, making it much easier to download and store 187 for the purpose of inspecting variants and their underlying read evidence.
188
Following filtering, we applied a series of merge algorithms to merge variants from the multiple 189 variant calling pipelines into consensus call sets with higher accuracies than the individual 
196
Following merging, the SNV, indel, SV and SCNA consensus call sets were subjected to intensive 197 examination by multiple groups in order to identify anomalies and artefacts, including uneven 198 coverage of the genome, strand and orientation bias, contamination with reads from non-human 199 species, contamination of the library with DNA from an unrelated donor, and high rates of common 200 germline polymorphisms among the somatic variant calls 4,11 . In keeping with our mission to 201 provide a high-quality and uniformly annotated data set, we developed a series of filters to annotate 202 and/or remove these artefacts. Tumor variant call sets that were deemed too problematic to use for 203 downstream analysis were placed on an "exclusion list" (353 specimens, 176 donors). In addition, 204 we established a "grey list" (150 specimens, 75 donors), of call sets that had failed some tests but 205 not others and could be used, with caution, for certain types of downstream analysis. The criteria 206 for classifying callsets into exclusion and grey list are described in more detail in the PCAWG-1 207 paper 10 .
208
Following the filtering steps, we used GNOS to synchronize the aligned reads and variant call sets 209 among a small number of download sites for use by PCAWG downstream analysis working groups 210 (Suppl Table 2 ). We also provided login credentials to members of PCAWG working groups for 211 compute cloud-based access to the aligned read data across several of the regional data analysis 212 centers, which avoided the overhead of downloading the data.
213

Software and Protocols
214
This section describes the software and protocols developed for this project in more detail. All the 215 software that we created for this project is available for use by any research group to conduct 216 similar cloud-based cancer genome analyses economically and at scale. track day-to-day progress of each pipeline at each compute site. By reviewing the throughput of 229 each compute site on a daily basis, we were able to identify issues early and to assign work 230 accordingly to keep our compute resources productive. Third, the metadata index was also used 231 by the ICGC Data Coordination Centre (DCC) to transfer PCAWG core datasets to long-term 232 genomic data archive systems. Finally, the metadata index was imported into the ICGC Data Portal 233 (https://dcc.icgc.org) to create a faceted search for PCAWG data allowing users to quickly locate 234 data based on queries about the donor, cancer type, data type or data repositories.
235
Docker Containers & Consonance
236
Given that the compute resources donated to the PCAWG project were a mix of cloud and HPC 237 environments, we required a mechanism to encapsulate the analytical workflows to allow them to 238 run smoothly across a wide variety of compute sites. The approaches we used evolved over time 239 to incorporate better ways of abstracting and packaging tools to facilitate this portability. Initially, 240 we used SeqWare workflow execution engine 20 for bundling software and executing workflows, 241 but this system required extensive and time consuming setup for the worker virtual machines 242 (VMs). Later, we adopted Docker (http://www.docker.com) as a key enabling technology for 243 running workflows in an infrastructure-independent manner. As a lightweight, infrastructure- (Table 2) . While quotas shifted throughout the duration of the analysis, as demands and workloads on the 287 individual centers changed, the overall peak commitment received was on the order of the 15,000 288 cores, approximately 60TB of RAM, and a peak usage of ~630 virtual machines.
289
Software Distribution through Dockstore
290
The workflows used during PCAWG production include several PCAWG-specific elements that 291 may limit their usability by researchers outside of the project. To facilitate the long term usage of 292 these workflows by a broad range of cancer genomic researchers, we have simplified the tools to 293 make most workflows standalone (Suppl Table 4 ). These Docker-packaged workflows have been In terms of time, the major benefit of operating on commercial clouds is the availability of ample read quality and mapping scores, number of mismatched end pairs and others (data not shown). 376 We found that a single factor, genomic coverage, explained the variation in wall clock time which 377 increased roughly linearly with coverage.
378
In conclusion, we tackled the challenge of performing uniform analysis on a large dataset across a 379 geographically and technologically disparate collection of compute resources by developing 380 technologies that realized the efficiencies of moving algorithms to the data. This is becoming a 381 necessity as genomic datasets continue to increase in size and are geographically distributed with 382 some jurisdictions restricting the geographical storage and computing of specific datasets. Our 383 approach serves as a model for large scale collaborative efforts that engage many organizations 384 and spread the computation work around the globe.
385
Our effort resulted in three key deliverables. First and foremost, we produced a high-quality, 386 validated consensus variant and alignment dataset of 2,834 cancer donors. To date, this is the 387 largest whole genome cancer dataset analyzed in a consistent and uniform way. The dataset formed 388 the basis for the research by the PCAWG working groups, and will continue to provide value to 389 the research community for many years into the future. Second, we produced a series of best-390 practice analytical workflows that are portable through the use of Docker and are available on the 391 Dockstore. These workflows are usable in a multitude of compute environments giving researchers 392 the ability to replicate our analysis on their own data. Finally, the infrastructure we built to 393 coordinate analyses between cloud and HPC environments will be helpful for other projects 394 requiring the same distributed approaches. two major tranches of sequencing data submissions, with a first tranche of ~2000 donors and a 560 second tranche of ~800 donors that were uploaded later. The staggered start of the three 561 variant calling pipelines was dictated more by the time required to develop and package the 562 workflows, and less by the availability of compute power. The "dips" on the plots resulted from 563 quality issues with some sets of variant calls that were withdrawn, reprocessed and resubmitted. 564
In the case of the Broad workflow, the variant calls were withdrawn for post-processing before 565 being considered complete. If all workflows and data would have been in place at the beginning 566 of the project, we estimate the computation across the full set of 5,789 genomes could have 567 been completed in under 6 months. average spot pricing we experienced during the project, and includes egress costs to transfer 587 the result files. PCAWG ran all 3 variant calling pipelines and achieved an F1 score of 0.9151 588 for SNVs. If running only one or two pipelines, there will be savings in cost but sacrifice in 589 accuracy. Detailed cost analysis is shown in Suppl Table 3 . 590 591 Tables   592  593  Table 1 
